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ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE

With generous humour and radical empathy, the Italian choreographer Silvia Gribaudi elevates
ideas of human imperfections to an artform, beyond the expected or the cliché.  
 
For more than a decade, Gribaudi has been questioning gender stereotypes and the concept of
virtuosity in dance and daily life, blending the boundaries of dance, theatre and performing arts.
With Graces, she creates a space suspended between the human and abstract; a place where
male and female meet, without roles, and can dance to the rhythm of nature itself.   
 
In this work inspired by mythology and The Three Graces – a sculpture representing Zeus’
daughters Euphrosyne, Aglaea and Thalia who radiated splendour, joy and prosperity – the three
male performers together with Gribaudi search for new meanings of the word ‘grace’.  
 
With warmth and lightness, this dance performance reveals a vital and welcome core of our
humanity.  

ABOUT THE CREATOR

Silvia Gribaudi is an Italian choreographer who also specialises in performing arts. 
Since 2004 she has focused her research on the social impact of bodies, having set at the centre
of her choreographic language the comic element and the relationship between audience and
performers. 

Award-winner of the Premio Giovane Danza D’Autore with her piece A Corpo Libero (2009), finalist
at the Premio UBU for best dance show and finalist at the Premio Rete Critica award with R.OSA
(2017), winner of the Premio CollaborAction#4 2018-2019, finalist at the Premio Rete Critica 2019,
winner of the Premio Danza & Danza 2019 for best Italian production with the piece Graces and
Premio Hystrio-Corpo a Corpo 2021. 



Choreography
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Silvia Gribaudi 
Silvia Gribaudi and Matteo Maffesanti
Silvia Gribaudi, Siro Guglielmi, Matteo Marchesi,
Giacomo Citton
Antonio Rinaldi 
Elena Rossi 

CREDITS

Produced by Zebra, co-produced by Santarcangelo dei Teatri, and supported by MIBACT.

Project realised with the contribution of ResiDance XL – luoghi e progetti di residenza per
creazioni coreo- grafiche, action of the network Anticorpi XL - Network Giovane Danza D’autore,
coordinated by L’arboreto - Teatro Dimora di Mondaino e IntercettAzioni - Centro di Residenza
Artistica della Lombardia - progetto di Circuito CLAPS e Industria Scenica, Milano Musica, Teatro
delle Moire, Zona K

Artistic residencies: Klap - Maison Pour la danse Marseille, Centro per la Scena
Contemporanea/Operae- state Festival del Comune di Bassano del Grappa, Orlando Bergamo,
Lavanderia a Vapore Centro di Resi- denza per la danza regione Piemonte, L’arboreto - Teatro
Dimora | La Corte Ospitale: Centro di Residenza Emilia-Romagna, ARTEFICI - Artisti Associati di
Gorizia, Dansstationen, Danscentrum Syd, Skånesdansteat- er Malmö Sweden and with the
support of Centro di Residenza Armunia/CapoTrave Kilowatt.

CollaborAction#4 2018/2019 – in collaboration with festivals ad theatrical seasons organised by
Rete Anti- corpi, Ater Circuito Regionale Multidisciplinare, Associazione Mosaico Danza/Interplay,
Piemonte Dal Vivo, Amat, Arteven, Fondazione Teatro Comunale di Vicenza, Associazione
Artedanzae20, Teatro Pubblico Pugliese, C.L.A.P.Spettacolodalvivo, Associazione Armunia,
Fondazione Toscana Spettacolo Onlus.

Winner of Danza&Danza 2019 award ‘italian production’

Winning Project of the action CollaborAction#4 2018/2019

Selected by NID Platform 2019

Total running time is 50 minutes (no interval).



Join the Movement!

Become a DDF Friend and you’ll explore your love of dance and move dance forward. From
just €10 per month, your vital support will create opportunities for dance and dance artists,
support the development of new dance work, and bring more extraordinary dance
experiences to more people in more ways. 

JOIN TODAY
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Join the Conversation
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THANKS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Silvia Gribaudi would like to thank Roberto Casarotto and Operaestate Festival, where Graces
was born, Andrea Rampazzo, one of the dancers with whom Graces was created, and those who
work behind the scenes to ensure that the projects can go ahead, in particular Mauro Danesi, the
company's creative producer.

DDF is grateful to Dunne and Crescenzi for their generous sponsorship of these performances.
DDF would also like to thank our funders, sponsors, partners, DDF Friends and Volunteers who
are listed on our website.
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